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Action plan based on the student feedback received in the 

second semester of the 2021/22 academic year 

(AOKELT792_2A)  

 

Department: Department of Physiology 

Faculty: Faculty of Medicine 

 

Our feedback on general comments by the students: 

We have received the results of the online submitted questionnaires by the students about 

our teaching. According to the provided data, our teaching was generally appreciated by the 

students and our scores were higher than the averages of the Faculty results in the general 

evaluation of the subject. The scores of the practical part of the course were also higher than the 

Faculty averages.  

 

Our feedback on specific comments on mandatory subjects: 

Most of the comments praised the practical teachers and/or the lecturers. We have received 

few specific comments and recommendations from our students.  

A comment criticized the correction of the multiple-choice questions. We do not agree with 

this critical remark, since we believe if a false statement is marked as a true statement we have the 

right not to give a points for that question. 

One student suggested that “physiology prac exam should not include reflex test coz we 

can’t use program at home :/”. We understand his/her point but not every software can be shared 

with the students to use on their own computers. However, we provide the chance to practice the 

usage of this software one week before the practical exam, as well. 

Three comments suggested to allow to join to the lectures through the Zoom. According to 

the policy of the Head of the Department and the professors, we use the Zoom for recording purpose 
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only. This way it is easier to give the lecture to the students who are seated in the lecture hall (i.e. 

we can use laser pointer, we can use the board, we do not need to pay attention all the time whether 

all the Zoom functions work properly, etc.). 

The comments related to the teaching style/quality of certain teachers will be discussed in 

person with the concerned teachers. 

 

Date: 10. 10. 2022. 

        Dr. András Balla 

                   Associate professor, tutor 


